Senior Dan Radawski and junior Janet relax for a moment in the lounge of the new College Center before establishing rules, listening to and resolving complaints, setting up budgets—these duties and many others will be carried on by the Student Program Board. As heads of the Student Program Board, Dan and Janet will participate in making decisions that affect student members in the College Center council. This council is composed of Dan and Janet, Sister Doris, dean of men; Miss Gertrude Tichy, secretary to the president; Sister M. Alane, vice president and director of the Lamplighter; and Sister M. Lois, assistant professor of art; and Mr. Charles Bromen, director of the College Center. According to Dan and Janet, great importance is being placed on the continued development of the College Center. As all-purpose meeting rooms, available for student and club use, a ballroom for dances, a lounge and a snack bar, a spring and autumn swimming pool, and a patio with outside grills and barbecues, the Center is expected to be a busy place. The Center, which will take its place on the corner of Sherway and the soon-to-be-completed features, Jan and Dan displayed marked enthusiasm for the center game room, which will be equipped with card and billiard tables. There are seven pool tables in all, Jan explained, and one is reserved especially for the girls, who will use it for their own activities.

Dorm Hosts Ex-Vietnamese Ambassador

Just what is the fighting all about in Viet Nam? How did the United States get mixed up in an Asian conflict? And why is there such serious commitment our government has made?

These are the questions many Americans who wonder what answers these questions—would you want to hear an answer to? The Department of Housing and Urban Development has granted Aquinas college a loan of $525,000 for the planned women’s dormitory. The loan will be used to provide the necessary finances to start the building. News concerning the additional $135,000 loan should be available in the near future.

Diane Rollins, members-at-large Faculty adviser on the Board is Sister Mary DeChantal, assistant director of the Student Program Board.
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Campus News Briefs

Terror in the Spheres

Fr. Robert Sharky, O.P., chairman of the Department of Philosophy, recently gave a new title to his old house. The new name is "The Terror in the Spheres," a nod to the work of Athanasius Kirche, a 20th-century philosopher known for his theories on the nature of reality.

Mr. Frederick Bernard has returned from his sabbatical leave during which time he assisted the government in winning an obscenity case in Sioux City, Iowa. He also wrote several literary works, including a novel titled "The Terror in the Spheres." It is expected to be published next year.

Mr. William Anderson, a member of the Philosophy faculty, has been appointed to the Board of Directors of the American Philosophical Association. Anderson is known for his work in metaphysics and epistemology.

Mr. Jack Rang, a philosophy student, has been awarded a scholarship to attend a conference on the philosophy of science. Rang is a leading light in the field of philosophy and is expected to make significant contributions to the ongoing discussion on the nature of reality.
exhausted, (now full-fledged) skiers wended their way back to the "slopes" of the Aquinas Bowl.

harmless card game employing a few spoons for additional props? And a little variety was added with the arrival of the Catholic, the student newsletter of the University of Cincinnati and DePaul university Ski clubs also on semester break. The trip came to an abrupt halt as forty very healthy looking, President Jim Doyle, with other officers and members, plan to attach new significance to the club's objective. To date, they have a number of students interested in joining the club. Also, a few more students have been added to the board and plans are being made for next year.

One broken ankle, one chipped tooth, a Czechoslovakian ski instructor who insisted he was Austrian, and a Padre with cheap week, car necessary. A few months later, this group of students was able to afford air fare and spend a week in Bogota.

PAVLA Prof Returns To Aquinas New Semester Activities

A GREATLY ENLARGED SELECTION OF Gifts of all kinds —
Beads, Health and Beauty aids, Cosmetics, Greeting cards for all occasions; Paperbacks on numerous topics; Art supplies Rare books section.

Also visit the new campus Ticket Office All located in YOUR BOOKSTORE

SALES HELP NEEDED Call Lou Schrader at 452-6984

BRUSH'N PALLETE art supplies · gallery 1005 FULTON E. GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

PART TIME HELP NEEDED $50.00 PER WEEK if qualified Must be free 2 evenings per week - Plus Saturday Phone 949-5450, if no phone please 538-7265.

Select the quality and size diamond you want from our fine selection and let us mount it in the setting of your choice.

Certified Gemologist, American Gem Society

SIEGEL JEWELRY 55 Monroe Avenue ASK ABOUT DIVIDED PAYMENTS OR LAY-AWAY PLAN SIEGEL QUALITY AND VALUE HAVE BEEN KNOWN AND RESPECTED SINCE 1891

FRANCIS MEETS JOHNNY MATTHEWS
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Four complete days in the Canadian province of Quebec has left the family of twenty-four typical American tourists to give up on the ardent Frohnetsch at home.

Traveling and learning to adjust to different ways is new to Robert Pumford. After earning his B.A. degree from Aquinas and his M.A. from Marquette, he moved around to the other side of the earth, from 1958 to 1962 teaching math at Aquinas with a year out for study in 1959 at the University of Tubingen in Germany. Consequently, this volunteer was well-qualified to cope with student prob lemsハウス and pleasures, regardless of nationality.

.asked what personality derived from his three years of PAVLA service, Mr. Pumford announced bashfully: "I'm going to get married this summer." His future wife is also a PAVLA volunteer.

(continued on p. 4)
Class Teams Compete For I-M Championship

With I-M basketball in full swing, the race for "top spot" is still undecided. In the "even" bracket, the aggressive "Left Outs" have turned the season's side of a 82-73 verdict. Phil Saurman tied for scoring honors with 17 points, followed by Alexander and Topper with 15 and 14, respectively. Bob's record clearly illustrates the results of his serious attitude towards the game. As a high school senior "Top" averaged a 45.5E per game, hitting 449 from the floor. Currently a sophomore, Bob leads the team to assist and to second in scoring.

It will be difficult to improve this record, but in view of Bob's attitudes towards practice, it almost seems inevitable that he will.

The Aquinas Tommies have found that life is composed of both the bitter and the sweet, especially "basketball-wise." The sweet aspect of the court occurred Jan. 26 as the Tommies topped the Scots of Alma, 98-80. Paul Jagels "pumped in" 20 points, as the J.V.'s dropped the contest 84-77. The bitter aspect of the court occurred Jan. 26 as the Tommies succumbed to the Bulldogs of Ferris State, 87-80. Steiner, 15, in the contest.
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